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MESSAGE FROM THE RT HON MARGARET THATCHER MP 
TO DR GARRET FITZGERALD TD DATED 28 OCTOBER 1986 

Thank you for your message which your Ambassador delivered 
on 21 October. 

I am grateful for the re-statement of your commitment to 
the early introduction of legislation to ratify, without reser
vations, the European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism. 
You know the importance we have all along attached to this. 

I appreciate your concern to ensure public confidence in the 
administration of justice in Northern Ireland. It was for this 
reason that when I had to tell you in my letter of 4 October that 
we could not agree to the introduction of three-judge courts I set 
out the other things that we were doing or proposing to do in this 
field. I accept that individually these are lesser measures, but 
I believe that cumulatively their impact is significant. 

Of course we will ltsten to any further representations to 
see whether anything more can be done: but I am bound to say 
that the ground has already been gone over pretty thoroughly in 
the Intergovernmental Conference and Ministers here examined 
the possibilities once again before I sent my message of 4 October. 
In agreeing to further consultation I would not wish to raise 
hopes that there are likely to be any major new measures which 
could be announced. 
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Message from the Taoiseach, Or. Garret FitzGerald 
to the Prime Minister, Mrs. Margaret Thatcher 

Dear Margaret, 

Thank you for your message of 4 October. I am sorry not to 
have replied sooner, but you will appreciate that your reply 

has posed serious problems for us, and I have also had the 
preoccupation of preparation for our Party Conference - where, 

' incidentally, I was very heartened by the enthusiastic support 
for the Agreement. 

I want first of all to~assure you of my own personal commitment/ 
and the Government's concern, to introduce legislation that 
will enable us to ratify the Convention on the Suppression of 
Terrorism, without reservations. We want to move on this as 
rapidly as possible, under conditions that would secure the 
passage of this legislation by the Dail and Seanad. 

You will be aware from my message of l October that in our 
judgement the legislation.would not pass in present circumstances. 
It is not just a question of 'maximising' the chances of the 

Bill's passage. ~ 
; 

You have not felt it possible at present to agree to either the 
Mixed Court contemplated in the Aqree~ent, o~ to 

a move towards 3-judge co~rts, as we had proposed as an alternative. 

Against this background, we are faced with the question of what 
other steps might be taken, as agreed at Hillsborough to give 
'substantial expression' to the aim of underlining public 

confidence in the administration of justice in Northern Ireland. 
the 'leii~i. changes' which you men~ion in your letter could not 
be seen by themselves as constituting substantial change · in this 

area. And it is against the background of early progress with such • 
substantial changes affecting public confidence in the administratio~ 
of justice in Northern Ireland together with similar progress with 

' measures in the security area within Northern Ireland and between 
North and South that our Parliament will see our comr:1itment in the 
Hillsborough Communique to proceed with the ratification of the 

Convention. 

• 
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I feel that there should now be urgent consultations with a view 
to seeing what other steps mightnowbe taken, and presented to 
the public~ that would create the conditions that would enable 
us to be sufficiently confident about the passage of the Bill 
to make it possible to proceed with it. 

' . 

There is a considerable element of urgency abou~ this, as 
it is hard to see the Bill passing through the Dail in less 
than four weeks - even that may be difficult - and the 
Opposition, will naturally want ten days' notice of it through 
its publication. This timetable is still not impossible of 
achievement this side of Christmas, but it would require 
the necessary progress to be made between us within the next 
ten days or so at the outside in relation to matters referred 
to in the second last paragraph. 

I have asked my Ministers and officials to be available for 
whatever consultations may be necessary to resolve this 
issue positively. 

• 

' 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

THREE~JUDGE COURTS/EXTRADITION BILL MRS THATCHER'S MESSAGE 

Nothing new/No concessions 

1. The message indicates that the British Government have 

concluded that the introduction of three-judge courts is 
. 

not "the right change to make". Mrs. Thatcher goes on to 

say that "there are other - though admittedly lesser -

changes that we can make, some of which are already in 

hand". There is nothing new in the changes mentioned. The 

range of scheduled offences where the Attorney General can 

direct a jury trial has already been increased (as Mrs. 

Thatcher indicates). This occurred by an amendment order 

as far back as January. The changes A proposed in the 

Emergency Provisions Act (EPA) have all been indicated to 

us months ago and all but one (judge's discretion to admit 

confessions) were announced by Mr King in Parliament as 

long ago as 18 June. 

2. The steps which have been taken to reduce the length of 

time ~f absence between first remand and trial are fair 

enough, although they could hardly be described as "major 

steps". We can presume from Mrs. Thatcher's message that 

the hint in Lowry's judgement that the number of defendants 

in supergrass trials should be reduced has been accepted. 

There are other points in Lowry's judgement however which 

tend to support the supergrass system (notably on the issue 

of corroboration) as well as the ~redibility of one-judge 

biplock c6urts. T~ese points were dealt with in the 

briefing note prepared for the Conference of 6 October. 

The changes will bring the EPA (a Northern Ireland act) 

closer to UK-wide law, for example, by restoring the 

common-law test of "reasonable grounds of suspicion" for 

the exercise of most powers, including arrest (exerciseable 

in Northern Ireland "on suspicion" only sinc e 1922). 
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All of these changes are long overdue. As the joint report 

of the internal discussions of Working Group I starkly 

shows, the British side have not yet made a single 

concession on any point raised by the Irish side, whether 

in rega~d to mixed courts, three-judge courts, additional 

minority appointments to the Bench, a second senior 

judicial office, emergency legislation, problems relating 

to "Supergrass" trials, or the administratfon of criminal 

trials and appeals. Every change made or about to be made, 

including the oppointment of Michael Nicholson, was in the 

works before the Agreement; was determined exclusively 

within the British system; and was presented in public as 

the result of purely internal processes. The only 

development which may have been put down to our credit by 

nationalists was the speeding up of the Supergrass appeals 

which ended a· hunger strike early this year. The only 

other advance we can point to is one element in the 

Attorney General's statement in March, i.e., that the DPP 

would be very unlikely to prosecute without corroborating 

or supporting evidence. (In general, however, this 

statement was supportive of the existing system and the 

British themselves did not interpret it as presaging a 

change). 

4. In contrast, we moved a considerable way in the second 

Working Group towards British desiderata in respect of an 

extradition bill. Our movement was of course predicated on. 

agreement on reforms in the administration of justice. 

[One could add that the present balance on the· other two 

elements in Paragraph 7 of the Hillsborough Communique -
. . . . . . . ' . . . 

security co-operation and relations between the security 

forces and the community - shows the same pattern: intense 

presssure for security co-operation but no significant 

concession on Police Complaints procedures, no move on the 

Code of Conduct or on any other element of Article 7(c). 

In summary, the British attitude has been: You have the 

Agreement, we must have the results; our side of the 

bargain must be implemented slowly, your side of it must be 

done quickly.] 

Anq lo 1-e i .s. k Su_t-w-n 

Ocl::&le..a. 1a, ~(,,. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

reference to the a eal ud ement R. v. Donnell 
ourt systea 

In her aes-sage of 4 October to the Taoiseach, Mrs Thatcher 
says that "in considering the bringing of proceedings which aay 
involve aultiple defendants", the Attorney General and the DPP 
will "pay the greatest attention to the observ4tions of the 
Lord Chief Justice in the recent case of R. v. Donnelly and 
others" (the Black supergrass appeal judg~ment of 17/7/86). 

• 
The following points may be made about this aspect of Lord · 
Lowry•s judgement, and about two other aspects, corroboration 
and assessment of the supergrass•s credibility, to which the 
Prime Minister does not refer. 

Multiple Defendants 

Lord Lowry praises the "enormous care and the remarkable and 
scrupulous mastery of detail" which the trial judge --(lelly J.) 
brought to his task, and says that a jury, however carefully 
directed, could never have coped. He goes on to say however 
that that things were "overlooked" by the judge and lawyers in 
the case and concludes "it is less likely that these mishaps 
would have occurred if there had been fewer defendants and 
fewer issues to consider" ·(p 19). 

Lord Lowry reviews the points for and against joint trials bu~ 
makes a very limited conclusion: "Whatever may be the pros and 
cons of large-scale joint trial, we feel that there is little 
to commend the practice of joining in the main indictment · 
smaller fry, who often admit their relatively minor guilt 
initially but frequently (for reasons not easily ascertainable) 
plead not guilty and whose confessions are not admissible 
against anyone but the maker and yet, of necessity, they are 
put in evidence." (p 25) 

Lord Lowry tends to excuse the trial judge from the ordering of 
separate trials on his own initiative : "A judge ... is bound 
to hesitate before suggesting - much less ordering - the 
separate trial of charges or defendants, unless he receives an 
application for that purpose, since he runs the risk of acting -

.• ce>ntrary to the will and the · interests . of the defendants."(p 24) 

' Lord Lowry•s treatment of the issue although he makes no 
clear-cut conclusion, amounts to a ~int to the law officers to 
reduce the number of defendants in multiple trials, or at any 
rate, to be more selective in the choice of defendants. Mrs 
Thatcher's reference to Lord Lowry's observations presumably 
means that the hint has been taken. 

Corroboration/Credibility of the Witness 

The Prime Minister does not refer to the main criticism made 
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of the superarass trials. ie. conviction without corroboratina 
evidence (which occµrred in the Black case). Lord Lowry finds 
the trial judge's treataent of background evidence to be 
"unobjectionable in principle" (p 35). He did not accept the 
defence ~rgument that Black was so unreliable that convictions 
should not have been handed down without corroboration. Lord 
Lowry makes the case (pp 25-35. quotina Lord Hailshaa in 

__ support _ _9-n.:_J) _ 3$) that __ c_orrQbora1io.n __ arises only_ when_ ~he_ - · 
evidence is otherewise reliable and that the first task is to 
determine if the evidence of the (supergrass) witness is 
credible. It is on this latter point that he c'riticises the · 
trial judge, findina that his "fir• and favourable assessment 
of Black seems • . to have been reached at ~n unusually early 
stage, after which the learned trial judge •• found it very 
difficult to attach credence to any evidence which conflicted 
with Black's or to any interpretation of the evidence which 
cast doubt on Black's corrrectness •• the truth is that those 
(defence) counsel succeeded often enough and to a sufficient 
extent to bring Black much lower in the scale of credibility 
than the high point at which the judge placed him. "(pp 
57-58). Lord Lowry added that the trial judge "greatly 
overestimated the honesty (of Black) as a witness" and that "we 
just do not know what conclusions would have been reached on 
the different cases (save where the charges were borne out 
through the medium of confessions or otherwise) by a judge who 
had assessed Black's evidence less favourably ••• The trouble 
is we cannot put ourselves in the learned trial judge's place, 
and form a new assessment". (pp 59-60} 

e 
superg.ras s 
is 

There is advantage to us nonetheless in Lord Lowry's criticism 
of the error of the trial judge in coming to a much too 
favourable assessment of Black as a credible witness at an 
unusually early stage (ie before he had heard all the 
evidence}. Supergrass judgess have been criticised for 
assessing witness intuitively rather than on a full and 
objective review of the evidence, and it is part of the case 
for three judges that the Court would be less likely to arrive 
at a much too favourable assessment of the witness's evidence 

to .a stan ar o reasoha le out s till les• 
to o so be ore t all t e evi 

Furthermore, the British side have argued that the automatic 
process before three judges is a reasonable safeguard. In this 
case, Lord Lowry points out as quoted above that the appeal 
judges could not put themselves in the trial judge's place and 
form a new assessment, and so felt obliged to reverse certain 
convictions. The British side may argue that the Appeal Court 
was so scrupulous as to actually release people they were sure 
in the colloquial sense were members of the IRA (Lord Lowry, p 
60). However, it has never been part of our argument 
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Delays in the Court Syste• 

-3-

There has been auch criticism of delays in the courts 
(defendants have spent as long as four years or· •ore in prison 
between first remand and start of appeal proceedings). This 
issue precipitated the hunger strike among the lirkpatrick 
defendants late last year. We are aware that delays have been 
even worse in the civil area. • 
The Prime Minister refers in her message to major steps already 
taken to reduce delays between first remand and trial, and to 
possible changes in procedures in civil cases which might 

- ·release more judge-time for criminal cases. We could 
acknowledge this. We have been given statistics by the British 
side on delays between first remand and trial which on the 
their face show progress and stand comparison with figures for 
Britain. Delay in bringing on appeals is another aatter (we 
have 'not received figures we requested in that area) but it is 
fair to say that the appeal process in supergrass cases has 
been speeded up. All the major supergrass appeals pending at 
the start of this year (Black, McGrady, Quigley and 
Iirkpatrick) should be concluded by the end of the year - a 
point which has received little publicity. 

Anglo-Irish Section 
5 October 1986 

' 
• 
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ANNEX 

~--· ·-- -------- --------·- - ----

For 

the case of one defendant is not postponed to that of 
another 

one tribunal assesses the witness by the same yardstick 
in relation to a broadly connected group of persons; 

inconsistencies and discrepancies in that witness's 
evidence will enure (ie come into operation) for the benefit of 
all the accused.· 

Against 

the length and complexity of the trial is increased 
because of the number of separate cases heard together and the 
mutiplication of cross-examinations on the same issue; 

the joinder of charges and accused on a large-scale 
introduces much inadmissible and potentially prejudicial 
evidence; 

the traditional hazards to to the defence of any joint 
trial are increased to an extent which would probably be very · 
dangerous if the case were tried with a jury. 
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8RITIIH _ lNIAIIY, 

DUILIN. 

4 October 1986 

., 
.. . . . 

, · . 

• 
'.~ .. 

. . . . ' ~ - .. 
I have been instructed· t;o pass to·~you .the attached 

:· ~ . . . 

message from the Prime Minister. 

Duty Officer 

Copy to: Mr Eamonn O'Tuathail 

' 
• 
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. . . . . . . . . .. . .... • .. -..... ~ .... _____ ... ~ . ....... --······ ___ ,_ ..... . ~ 
DEAR GAqRETT. 

THA~K YOU FOR vouq ~ESSAGE OF 1 OCTO;E~. RO~:RT A~YSTQONG HAS 
ALSO GIVEN ME A FULL ~EPO~T OF YOUQ TELEPHONE CONVEQSATIO~ WITH HIM. 

-

/ 

I WAS VERY GLA~ TO HEAQ THAT YOU AND YOU~ COLLEAGUES AQE l~TE~~l~G 
TO INTRODUCE A~ EAQLY FILL TO PER~IT IRISH RATIFICATIO~ OF TH~ 
EUROPEAN CONVE~TION 0~ TH~ SUPP~ESSION OF TEq~ORIS~ WI.IJ,J&.Ul 
RESERVATl~NS. AS YOU KNO~. WE ATTACH THE ~~EATEST IMPOQTAN:E TO 
THIS. SUCH A PILL IS Wl~ELY EXPECTED IN NO~THERN IRELA~D AND WILL 
BE AN ESSE~TIAL ELE~E~T I~ ou~ PUBLIC PRES:~TTION OF THE TANG(,BLE 
BENEFITS THAT THE ANGL0-1q1s~ AGQEE~E~T CA~ B~l~G. · ~ 

I kNO~ THAT YOU I~ TU~~ ATTACH GR~AT l~PORTA~CE TO E~SURING I ·PUBLIC CONFIDENCE IN TH: AD~INISTqATIO~ OF JUSTICE IN NORTHERN 
·- ·lq£LA~D. I ALSO TAKE VERY SEQIOUSLY THE O~LIGATIONS WHICH BOTH 

GOVERN~ENTS ACCEPTE~ IN AQTICLE R OF THE AGQEE~ENT. I HAVE 
REFLECTED 0~ WHAT YOU SAID ABOUT THE IMPOQTANCE OF A CHANGE IN 
THIS AREA TO MAXl~ISE THE CHANCES OF YOUR PILL'S SUCC(SSFUL 
PASSAGE. I AM W~LL AWA~E OF THE DIFFICULTIES THAT YOU FACE. MY 
COLLEAGUES A~D I HAVE CONSIJERED IN DETAIL WHETHER THE INTR:n~c
TION OF Ui,~E.-JU!)GE COUQTS IS THE RIGHT CHANGE TO '-1AKE. I HAVE 
TO TELL YOU THAT W.E HAVE CO''.E TO Tt-'E CO~CLUSION THAT IT WOLILD 
ti.OJ_. THE DIFFICULTIES wE HAVE FOUND WITH THE PROPOSliTO.;-wiLl PE 
FAMILIAR TO YOU BECAUS£ THEY H~VE EEEN FULLY EXPOUNDED IN THE 
INTERGOVER~MENTAL CO~FE~E~CE woqKfNG GQOUP. 

THERE AqE OTt-'Eq - THOUGH AD~ITTEDLY LESSEQ - CHANGES THAT WE CA~ 
MA~E. SO~E OF wHICH ARE ALqEADY IN HA~D. WE HAVE ALREADY !~CREASED 
THE RANGE OF SCHEDULED OFFENCES-WH~qE THE ATTOq~EY GE~~~AL CA~ -
DIRECT A JU~Y TRIAL. WE SHALL SOON ;E: 

- INTRODUCINS A TEST OF REASC~AF.LE GROU~DS OF SUSPICIO~ FQq TH~ 
EXEqCISE OF ~OST PO~EQS. INCLUDING ARREST POWE~S. UNDER THE 
E~EqGESCY P~OVISIO~S ACT: 

- STqENGTHE~IN8 THE CIVIL LIEERTIES OF ~EFE~~ANTS 3Y SHIFTIN3 
THE ONUS IN ~AIL CASES TOWAQDS THE P~OSECUTION: 

- FUQTHER PQOTECTINS T~E ACCUSED BY CLAQIFYl~G A~J RESTATING 
. THE JU~GE'5 DISCRETIO~ TO qEJECT EVID~NCE 03TAINED FROM AD~ISSIO~S . 
·A~D .CONFESSIO~S: 

' - ENSU~ING THAT C0~Tl~UA:ION OF THE :~EqGENCY PQOVISIONS ACT 
BEYO~~ FIVE YE4~S WOULD REOUIRE A ~EW ACT OF PARLIA~E~T:• A~D 

- E~ACTING ~EW P~OVISIO~S TO pqQTECT THE q1GHTS oc THOSE 
DETAINED U~DEq E~~RS£NCY LEGISLATION AN~ HELD I~ POLIC£ CUSTOJY • 

. -· ·· -·""'": ·-~~-... -- r .--- . . . ... . - . . . ) ·--- - ·~! ·· . .. r-~. -...--,---

• - I . , ."' .. • ... , ·. · . .. . . . -; · · . 
·.: . . ..... . ' .... ·.. :· . .. 

- .. ·-< .. -·· .,:-· 
. ' 

.. . . ·• . . 

.. ~ .. 

• , . . 
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WE HAVE ALREADY TAKE~ ~AJOq STEPS TO ~EDUCE THE LENGTH OF Tl~E 
ELAPSING PETwEE~ F1qs1 QE'·H~:) AN:) TRIAL, AND I HAVE ASKED FO.~ A 
FqESH LOOK TO ?E TAKE~. TO SE£ WH£THER THERE AqE CHANG~S IN . 
PROCE~U~ES I~ CIVIL CASES WHICH ~IGHT EASE TH~ P~OPLEM PY 
RELEASING MORE JU~GE-TIME FOR CQl~INAL CASES. 

THE ATTORNEY GEN~RAL HAS ALSO INFO~~E, ME T~AT, I~ 
CONS1DEq1N3 THE PRl~GIN3 OF PROCEEDINGS wHICH ~AY INVOLVE 
MULTIPLE DEFE~DANTS, HE A~J THE DIRECTOR OF PUPLIC pqosECUTIONS . 

JI I 
WILL OF COURSE PAY THE GREATEST ATTE~TIO~ TO THE OBS£RVATIONS -'f'}(&.#C.. j 
OF THE LORD CHIEF JUSTICE INT~~ qECE~T CASE OF RV. DON~ELLY T 

AN:> OTHERS. 

I KNOW THAT QUR DECISION OJ; TH~E_E-JJJ!>~;SQJt~TS WILL_Bf _A 
D..l§_APPOINT\1E~T TO YOU. I CAN ASSU~E YOU THAT WE HAVE NOT 
REACH[!) THIS CO"JCLUSION LIG.1-'TLY. I CAN ALSO ASSURE YOU THAT MY 
COLLEAGUES A~D I qEMAIN WHOLLY cov~ITTED TO THE ANGL0-
1q1SH AGqEE~ENT. A~D WE WILL CO~TINUE IN OU~ EFFORTS TO ~AKE 
PROGRESS, WITH THE HELP OF THE 1q1s~ GOVERNMENT, ON ALL THE ISS~ES 
COVERED IN AqTICLE 8 0~ THE AGREE~ENT. 

FINALLY, I APPqECIATE THE DIRECT PE~SONAL l~TEqEsT THAT YOU 
A~E TAKING I~ THE IMPrtOVE~£~T OF cqoss-BORDE~ SECURITY 
CO-OPE~ATION. THIS IS A~OTHER A~EA WHERE IT IS VITAL THAT W£ 
SHOULD SHOW P~OGRESS IN TA~SIEL~ FQq~. APA~T FRO~ ~EING 
ESSENTIAL IN THE STPUGGLE AGAl~ST TE~qORIS~. P~OG 0 ES5 IN THIS FIELD 
CAN HELP US TO COU~TER U~IO~IST OPPOSITION TO THE ANGLO-IRISH 
AGREEV.ENT. I KNOw THAT PETE~ SAQqy A"J~ TO~ Kl~S HiVE SPOKEN IN 
THE FAST rn, DAYS AEOUT HOW TO TAKE ~ATTERS FORwARD. IT REQUIRES 
CAREFUL HANDLING A~~ I U~DEqSTA~J THAT IT WILL FE DISCUSSED 
FU~TH~R AT THE MEETING OF THE l~TE~SOVERN~E~TAL CCNFERE~CE 
~EXT WEEK. 

YOURS SI NCEQ[LY 

MARGARET. ·-·-r.-.-. _:4 ___ ._.....-..----,~-,,--------- -- -· - ... .. . - - -· 

' 
" . 

·--------~~-~-~ . 
> ·. 

. · :. ·· ... . ·.· .. · . 

. . · ' 
.. .-:· .. . . 
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